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With the development and general use of internet and WWW 
technology, the requirement to computing had been rapid 
increasing in many fields such as biology, chronometer, and 
physics and so on, and the traditional super computer had been 
more and more difficult to meet the requirement. In this status, 
people came into being the idea of integrating all internet 
resources; they wanted to set up a sort of new infrastructure 
which made use of existing establishment to integrate all kinds 
of computational resources in the world, provided convenient 
interface of using these resources to the users within the range 
of the world. And then, the grid emerged as the times require. 
Firstly, in order to make full use of the grid system, this 
paper makes deep discuss and analysis to the grid systematic 
structure and its current difficulties for the user making use 
of all services provided by high capability computational 
environment conveniently and effectively. In succession, this 
paper introduces the grid resource management, and analyses the 
current universal grid resource management models in detail. 
There were four grid management models currently, categorized 
by hierarchical model, abstract owner model, computation market 
model and composite model. 
Secondly, the paper analyses the characteristic of grid and 
UPNP technique in detail from the point of view of the effect 















takes a deep contrast between the two techniques used in the 
embedded familial electronic facility field. The result 
indicates that the grid technique is more applicable than the 
UPNP technique for the sake of security and resource management. 
In succession, the paper advances a resource management model 
based on familial electronic facility. The model makes the 
consumer use the services conveniently and effectively provided 
by the facilities, achieves a set of simple and effective 
resource management mechanism, takes charge of all kinds of 
resource in the familial information grid easily. The new model 
shows the functions that a basal RMS should have and the 
interaction between the functions, and is easier realized. 
Finally, the paper lays s strong emphasis on the foundation 
of the exploitive environment of ARCA2 flatboard and 
GUI.simulates. And then, the paper simulates the resource 
management model with the grid simulator FEEGrid. The simulated 
result indicates that the model supervises the familial 
facility effectively, assures the security in a certain extent, 
and takes on a good foreground in application. 
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• 全面的管理  
• 资源供应  















• 数据共享和访问  
• 活动监控  
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